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PID implementation

Consider the PID regulator in the Laplace domain represented by

u(s) =

(
kp + ki

1

s
+ kd

s

sε+ 1

)
e(s). (1)

To obtain the digital version of (1) we consider separately the integral and the
derivative terms. The derivative term (neglecting the gain kd) is

ud(s) =
1

ε

s

s+ 1/ε
e(s), (2)

a state realization of which is given for example by

A = −1/ε, B = b, C = 1, D = d,

and where the parameters (b, d) are found imposing

C(sI −A)−1B +D =
1

ε

s

s+ 1/ε
,

yielding b = −1/ε2, d = 1/ε. If we assume that the input e(t) is constant
within the sampling time interval Ts, then we can use the exact discretization
method to evaluate the discrete time matrices (Ad, Bd, Cd, Dd).
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PID implementation: derivative term

Then, the discrete time matrices can be evaluates as

Ad = e−Ts/ε, Bd = −
∫ Ts

0

e(τ−Ts)/ε/ε2 dτ =
e−Ts/ε − 1

ε
, Cd = C, Dd = D.

Consequently, the implementation of the derivative term requires a state, xd,
subject to the following difference equation

xd(k) = Adxd(k − 1) +Bde(k − 1), ud(k) = kd (Cdxd(k) +Dde(k)) , (3)

where the gain kd has been added as in 1. The dirty-derivative term amplifies
high frequency noise measurements, certainly less then a “pure” derivative one,
but enough to possibly cause unwanted plant behaviors. This is way we
propose to add a filter on the input e(t) to implement the PID: then the PID
behaves like a low-pass filter for high frequencies, a desirable feature for
implemented controllers.
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PID implementation: integral term

The discrete time version of the integral term

ui(s) = ki
1

s
e(s)→ sui(s) = kie(s),

and assuming zero initial condition the inverse Laplace transform yields

u̇i(t) = kie(t)⇒ A = 0, B = ki, C = 1, D = 0,

defining xi the state of the integrator system,i.e. ẋi(t) = kie(t) and
ui(t) = xi(t), its discrete time evolution is given by

xi(k) = xi(k − 1) + kiTs e(k − 1), ui(k) = xi(k). (4)
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PID implementation: discrete time equation

The discrete time version of the PID regulator in (1) is given by

xd(k) = e−Ts/εxd(k − 1) +
e−Ts/ε − 1

ε
e(k − 1), (5a)

yd(k) = kd (xd(k) + e(k)/ε) , (5b)

xi(k) = xi(k − 1) + kiTs e(k − 1), (5c)

u(k) = kpe(k) + xi(k) + yd(k). (5d)

This is not the unique discrete time PID representation, on the contrary there
are many of them, in particular the ones used in the Ziegler-Nichols methods
which are helpful for gains tuning that can readily adapted to the notation (1)
considered here.
In practical implementation the control signal can not assume arbitrary large
values, it is eventually saturated. Before incurring into command signal limits,
which is often associated to hardware limitations, it is a good practice to
introduce a software saturation to guarantee safety margins form signal limits.
Saturation is indeed usually imposed at least for the integral state that might
grows undesirably and create the windup issue degrading control system
performances up to instability.
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PID implementation: saturation

The saturation of the integral term within the set [−Si, Si], that can been
interpreted as an easy anti-windup strategy, can be coded (C-like) as follows

xi = max (−Si,min (Si, xi + kiTs e)) .

This is a very simple approach to limit the windup issue. A slightly advanced
approach consists into allowing changes of the integrator state that would steer
the controller output far from the saturation value, which is indeed profitable.
Define the following update function UpdateSat(x,dx,a,k,S) of a state x given
an increment dx with a saturation level S of the term a+ kx such as

x̂ = x+ dx
θ = S − |a+ kx̂|
if(θ <= 0) % a+ kx is over the saturation threshold S
if(|a+ kx̂| < |a+ kx|) % the new value x̂ is profitable
x = x+ dx

else
x = x+ sign(dx) max(0, (S − |a+ kx|)/k)

end
else
x = x+ dx

end
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PID implementation: dynamic integrator saturation

The PID with dynamic integrator saturation can be written as

xd(k) = e−Ts/εxd(k − 1) +
e−Ts/ε − 1

ε
e(k − 1), (6a)

yd(k) = kd (xd(k) + e(k)/ε) , (6b)

xi(k) = UpdateSat(xi(k − 1), kiTs e(k − 1), kpe(k) + yd(k), 1, S), (6c)

u(k) = max(−S,min(S, kpe(k) + yd(k) + xi(k))). (6d)

Usually it is also necessary to consider derivate saturation due to actuator/plant
hardware limitations. A possible way to provide such dynamic constraint is the
introduction of the variable û and the derivative saturation level δ is

û(k) = max(−S,min(S, kpe(k) + yd(k) + xi(k))), (7a)

u(k) = u(k) + max(−δ,min(δ, û(k)− u(k − 1))). (7b)

Note that δ is the maximum rate of change expressed as increment/decrement
of u(k) each sampling time.
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PID with dynamic integrator saturation: simulation results
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Figure : Comparison between controllers with the same PID gains and saturated
(solid) versus unsaturated integrator (dashed).
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